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Dear FF Members,
Thank you all for your support, kind words and all the PM's I've received expressing your thanks. It's really appreciated.
Some will ask why am I creating another thread when moderating one of them is a painful experience on its own when others who are not
on the same page as you pop by just to disrupt the thread.
Simple answer: One or two bad Apples
in the Basket is not going to deter me from spending my free available time to helping those
who want to be helped.
If you're new to my posts, I kindly ask that you take a look at these two Day Trading Methods below.
There has been a quantum shift over the years where information has been skewed so much, more people each day are losing. It's
shocking where those who teach get their information from. It's like a chain letter gone wild; the initial story changes as it gets passed
through other hands.
My goal is to change that and get those of you who are losing on a daily basis to start winning again, consistently! Or to 100x your current
pip gains. People still think that making 100% a week even with good money management is not possible. Well, it is. If you master just
these three threads you will catapult your results through the roof!

The stories I have heard as of late via Private Messages and in replies to these threads below have renewed people's hope. And my hope is
that this will add to your arsenal of killer Day Trading Methods. And maybe only use just these - people are making 600+ pips in just a
few days, or adding over 30% to their balance within a couple of weeks.
The information I'm revealing does work. It's all based on the flow of how Market Makers/Pushers, etc, think and drive prices higher or
lower.
To get a fuller understanding, visit the first link below and locate the "Link to posts of interest" that reveals a YouTube Video
based on
how price moves and how orders are created. I think it will blow your mind and give you a new perspective on how things really work, as
most do not know.
Get notifications when I make a post:
https://www.forexfactory.com/fxcyborg <--- click subscribe to be notified
Trading Methods - Advanced Price Action Techniques:
1) High Level Accuracy Method With Little To NO Draw-down: created 3rd Feb, 2019.
https://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=877939
2) Mastering the Fakeout / Stop Hunt Candle: created 26 Feb, 2019
https://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=888931

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Let's Do This! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

[FX/Binary/Nadex]
Single Candle S'n'D Technique w/ Low Drawdowns & High Win Rate
Description:
This is a 3-bar setup, but only one of the bars determines its direction on the next candle. Where the first two candles will produce the PIP
range for a TP Target. This PIP Range can also be used for Stop Loss Levels so this approach becomes a 1:1 reward to risk.
Since most people like ignoring the trend , this will be perfect for them.
our decision, it works regardless of the Trend direction.

This method does not need the direction of the trend to make

What does this work on:
Forex
Binary
Nadex
Stocks
Commodities
Equities
Futures...etc,.
you name it, it will work!
Ideal Time Frames/Compressions for Binary:
1 Minute
5 Minute
15 Minute
For Forex, any compression is fine.

GOAL:
To predict the next candle or hit TP Targets with high accuracy.
Win Rate Percentage:
Newbies will get around 70% to 80% win rate (not typical). Experienced users who focus will experience 90% to 95% win rate. And in
some cases 100% win rate for that day. (not typical)
Requirement:
S**t load of patience - it takes a while for these setups to appear. You may see about 5-9 of these setups on a 1 Minute time frame, per pair
for the whole entire day. So use multiple pairs to reduce the waiting time for setups to appear.
Assistance/Alerts:
You may need to find a programmer who can code these for you to either:
a) create an alert script
or
b) create a Automated Robot where it will also serve as an Alert if disabling the auto trading setting so it only produces a popup box
showing its notification.
Disclaimer/Risk Warning:
I am not in anyway affiliated with Forex Factory and they have not paid me to be here to illustrate my expertise in this industry.
I am NOT here to sell anything either - I merely want to help you become a Winner!
ALWAYS practice on your DEMO Trading Account FIRST - only consider to go Live with real money once you have quadrupled your
Demo account.
ALWAYS practice Risk/Money Management - NEVER let your confidence be your demise and go off track. Have a safe plan and
don't divert from it.
Day trading any instrument carries a lot of risk - you should never deposit any money that you would later need to rely on for
personal expenses, schooling funds for your children or for yourself, etc. So be sensible!
This is NOT the Holy Grail of Trading Techniques - you will experience some losses. How many losses you experience is determined
by the amount of practice you put into mastering this. Even when you have mastered this, there is still a possibility of losing. Using
really good Money Management will put you ahead of the curve!
BUY SETUP Rules - Perfect Setups:

Bar (2) needs to close higher than the previous candle's high.
Bar (3) during its development, or when the candle has fully developed, price must touch Bar (2)'s open.
IMPORTANT: It MUST be the same bar type, in this case since both Bar 1 and 2 are Bull Bars, the 3rd bar must be a Bull bar
on its close.
And this 3rd bar must close higher than Bar (2)'s close (preferably its high).

Enter a Long Trade/Buy on Close of Bar (3).
Calculate from the Low of Bar (1) to Bar (2)'s high.
This will act as your TP and SL Level.

If you can, stay away from small body Doji's.
Result:
You will find that a majority of the time your TP's will get hit. And that your 1 Minute expiry for Binary Options will win. And possibly the
2nd and 3rd minute will win also via a 1 Minute Time Frame.
Higher Win Rate:
Stay well clear of High Impact News Releases; 15 minutes prior, and 30 minutes after.
SELL SETUP Rules - Perfect Setups:

Bar (2) needs to close lower than the previous candle's low.
Bar (3) during its development, or when the candle has fully developed, price must touch Bar (2)'s open.
IMPORTANT: It MUST be the same bar type, in this case since both Bar 1 and 2 are Bear Bars, the 3rd bar must be a Bear bar
on its close.
And this 3rd bar must close lower than Bar (2)'s close (preferably its Low).

Enter a Short Trade/Sell on Close of Bar (3).
Calculate from the Low of Bar (1) to Bar (2)'s high.
This will act as your TP and SL Level.

If you can, stay away from small body Doji's .
Result:
You will find that a majority of the time your TP's will get hit. And that your 1 Minute expiry for Binary Options will win. And possibly the
2nd and 3rd minute will win also via a 1 Minute Time Frame.
Higher Win Rate:
Stay well clear of High Impact News Releases; 15 minutes prior, and 30 minutes after.
Using Binary Options (I've won a LOT of Binary Competitions using this method):
The focus chart/time frame when seeking 1 Minute to 5 Minute expiries must be found off of the 1 Minute Time frame.
5 Minute time frame focus you will be looking to do expiries for the next bar (5 minutes), 10 or 15 minute expiry.
15 Minute time frame focus you will be looking to do expiries for the next bar (15 minutes), 30 or 45 minute expiry.
Using Nadex:
I love Nadex - I can act as a Market Maker here and trap people out. It's quite amusing when it happens, but sad at the same time to see
people lose based on my High Volume entries - I get a pile of smaller guys coming in with their positions thinking the pair will move in the
other direction, thus taking up my counter orders to put me into the Market at the chosen price I declare ahead of time.
I'm not going to explain how all this is done, you'll have to figure it out yourself. I only reveal this type of information to my client base.
Find an option where its new and percentages of returns are high. The later you get in lower the percentage.
Image Examples:
I was contemplating on doing one setup illustration for Buys/Calls & Sells/Puts for each time frame/compression. But it's taking up more
time than I had initially anticipated.
So, the setups above show the 1 Minute TF/Compression. The rules are the same no matter the TF/Compression you are working off. What

we'll do instead is have you guys practice these and submit your examples and I will provide feedback on them and you'll learn as you go.
While these posts of yours are made I will provide the feedback and create a link to the FAQ/Links to post of Interest, below for you to refer
back to later.
FAQ/Links to post of interest:
[I'll edit this section as we go]
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Thanks a lot FXCyborg
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You are changing lives positively FxC. You are a star!
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Subscribed
FXC go for it
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Quoting dotman
Disliked
You are changing lives positively FxC. You are a star!
Thanks man
Together we are united
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WOW!!!
You are awesome FXCyborg!!
Thanks alot. My trading has improved 100x after learning from you
Thanks man!!
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